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What the investigation found

Captain/chief pilot/check airman

• had prior certificate revocation
• routinely failed to comply with 

procedures and regulations
• falsified training records



NTSB Finding

• “The pilots’ lack of discipline, in-
depth systems knowledge, and 
adherence to procedures 
contributed to their inability to cope 
with anomalies experienced during 
the accident flight.” 



Owatonna, MN
July 31, 2008

8 fatalities



Accident sequence

• Wet runway, 8 knot tailwind
• After touchdown, Captain delayed 

7 seconds before deploying Lift 
Dump 

• 17 seconds after touchdown, 
captain initiated go-around/
takeoff attempt
– Appx. 1200 feet from runway end
– Appx. 75 – 80 knots

• Collided with localizer antenna 



NTSB finding
• “The captain allowed an atmosphere in the 

cockpit … including sterile cockpit adherence, 
and this atmosphere permitted inadequate 
briefing of the approach and monitoring of the 
current weather conditions;

… inappropriate conversation; nonstandard 
terminology; and a lack of checklist discipline 
throughout the descent and approach phases 
of the flight.”



Colgan Air flight 3407
• February 12, 2009
• 10:17 pm Eastern Standard Time
• Colgan Air, Inc.

– Operated as Continental Connection
• Bombardier DHC-8-400
• On approach to Buffalo, New York
• 50 fatalities 

– 2  pilots 
– 2  flight attendants  
– 45  passengers
– 1 home resident killed



History of flight

• Crew engaged in almost 
continuous conversation 
throughout flight
– Conversation mostly 

extraneous to flight operations

• Conversation preempted 
timely performance of flight-
related duties
– Approach briefing, descent 

checklist, approach checklist



History of flight

• Approximately 3 miles from outer marker:
– power was reduced to slow for approach 
– gear extended 
– props to max RPM

• Airspeed decreased 50 kts in 21 seconds



Stall, Upset, Loss of Control

• Stick shaker (stall warning) activated at 131 
knots 

• Autopilot disconnected
• Captain reacted with “startle and confusion”
• Captain pulled nose to 19 degrees nose up 

pitch
• Stall, extreme roll 
• Stick pusher activated 3 times 

– countered by captain’s actions of pulling 
• Loss of control











Major Areas of Focus

Airspeed 
Selection

Cockpit 
Discipline

Crew Reaction 
to Stall Warning 

and Stall



NTSB Finding

• The captain’s failure to effectively 
manage the flight 
– enabled conversation that delayed checklist 

completion and conflicted with sterile 
cockpit procedures, and 

– created an environment that impeded timely 
error detection. 



Pinnacle Airlines Flight 3701
Jefferson City, Missouri

• October 14, 2004
• Bombardier CL-600-

2B19
• Repositioning flight 
• Both flight 

crewmembers killed



What the investigation discovered

• Intentional activation of stall warning
• Swapping crew seats
• Rudder mishandling
• Climb to FL 410 

– “have a little fun”  
• Automation mismanagement
• Airspeed loss, stall, loss of control, 

double engine failure
• Did not fully disclose real problem with 

ATC 



NTSB’s Probable Cause

• “the pilots’ unprofessional 
behavior, deviation from 
standard operating 
procedures, and poor 
airmanship, which 
resulted in an in-flight 
emergency from which 
they were unable to 
recover…”



Teterboro, NJ            Feb 2, 2005



NTSB finding
• “The pilots’ failure to ensure that the airplane’s 

weight and center of gravity were within 
approved takeoff limits was symptomatic of 
poor airmanship and a broader pattern of 
deficiencies in their crew resource 
management skills (specifically in the areas of 
leadership, workload management, 
communications/briefings, and crew
coordination) that were exhibited on the day of 
the accident.”



Corporate Airlines 
dba American Connection Flight 5966

Kirksville, Missouri

• October 19,2004 
• BAE  J-32 (Jetstream)
• Crashed into trees on 

nighttime non-precision 
instrument approach

• 13 fatalities
• 2 serious injuries



NTSB Finding 

• “The pilots’ nonessential conversation 
below 10,000 feet MSL … reflected a 
demeanor and cockpit environment that 
fostered deviation from established 
standard procedures, crew resource 
management disciplines, division of 
duties, and professionalism, reducing the 
margin of safety well below acceptable 
limits …”



Comair Airlines Flight 5191
Lexington, Kentucky

• Bombardier CRJ
• 49 Fatalities
• First officer 

severely injured
• Wrong runway 

takeoff





Crew Actions

• Setting tone during preflight
– Casual and relaxed 
– Abbreviated taxi briefing

• Noncompliance with sterile 
cockpit rule 
– 40 of the 150 seconds during 

taxi were violations of sterile 
cockpit rule 

• Distraction likely contributed 
to loss of positional 
awareness Nonpertinent

conversation



NTSB Finding

• “The flight crew’s noncompliance with 
standard operating procedures,  
including the captain’s abbreviated taxi 
briefing and both pilots’ nonpertinent
conversation, most likely created an 
atmosphere in the cockpit that enabled 
the crew’s errors.”



A fine line 

• “There is a fine line separating a relaxed 
and easy atmosphere in a cockpit from a 
lax one where distractions can result in 
critical failures.” 

• “Professionalism may be described as 
knowing the difference between the two.”

– Honorable John K. Lauber





A Few Tips to Avoid This 
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Negative Publicity Avoidance 



“You never know on which 
flight your career will be 

judged.” 



Your name here   (?)
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Take the Most Conservative Approach



De-ice? Don’t de-ice

What to do?

Divert? Continue?
Add more fuel? Risk min fuel

landing?

Take the most conservative approach
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SOP Adherence



Flying pilot non-adherence to procedure
Other operational procedural

considerations
Non-flying pilot non-adherence to

procedure
Embedded piloting skills

Design improvement
Captain or instructor pilot exercise

of authority
Maintenance or inspection action

Approach path stability
ATC system performance
First officer’s cross-check

performance as non-flying pilot

Go-around decision

Runway hazards eliminated

Percentage of Accidents
2010 30 40Primary Factor 50 60

Each bar represents the percentage of 
hull-loss accidents that contained at 
least one instance of the listed 
prevention strategy.

138 Accidents 5,686 Fatalities

Hull-loss Accidents over 10 Year Period 

Accident Causal Factors

Source: Boeing



How SOPs relate to error 
• LOSA data: crews that intentionally 

deviate from SOPs are 
approximately three times more 
likely to commit additional errors 
with consequential results.

• “Normalization of Deviance”
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Be Professional 



What is a professional?
• A mindset

– Precise checklist usage
– Precise callouts
– Precise compliance with SOPs and 

regulations
– Staying abreast and current with 

knowledge and skills
– The ability and willingness to say 

“I don’t know” or “I am wrong”



Professionalism

Doing the right things, 
even when no one is watching. 
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Leadership

“Leadership is about influence. 
Nothing more. Nothing less.” 

- John Maxwell
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